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November 10, 2016
Max Bakker
Atlas Renewable Power
3210 21st Street
San Francisco, CA 94110

RE: Local Renewable Energy Generation
Attn: Evan Phelps
Dear Evans Phelps,
Atlas Renewable Power (Atlas), an independent renewable energy consulting company with
offices in the Bay Area and Nevada City, is pleased to present this Feasibility Study for Local
Renewable Energy Generation for the City of Nevada City, California.
The Study was drafted to assess the potential for a midsized utility scale renewable energy
project at the site of the City-owned Old Airport property with a specific focus on solar
photovoltaic (PV) generation. We have investigated the viability and future use of a PV project
at this location and outlined the options available to the City to develop the property
accordingly.
In this study we lay out a detailed analysis indicating the optimal size of a solar PV project at
the Old Airport site as well as the development process to bring this project online. In addition,
we have investigated several options to market energy from the site to meet Nevada City’s
residential, commercial, and governmental energy needs. Specifically, we see valuable
opportunities in either forming or joining a Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) program to
achieve this goal or to market a solar PV project through PG&E’s REMAT Program through a
3rd party developer.
We appreciate the opportunity to work on this study with Nevada City. Should you have any
questions about the study, please do not hesitate to contact either Justin Sternberg at (415)
424-9067, by email at justin@atlasrp.com or Max at (415) 471-0375, by email at
max@atlasrp.com.
Sincerely,

Max Bakker
Atlas Renewable Power, LLC
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Introduction

The City of Nevada City has several options to procure renewable energy for its own internal
needs and those of its citizens who do not have the means or ability to provide their own
renewable energy. The most common approach is to rely on the local utility, in this instance
PG&E, to procure renewable energy as it is obligated under the Renewable Portfolio Standard
(RPS). A Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) is a regulation that requires the increased
production of energy from renewable energy sources, such as wind, solar, biomass, and
geothermal, currently targeted at 50% of total generation by 2030. The energy can be
procured from projects located anywhere in California and in a few instances outside of
California’s borders such as Arizona and Nevada.
Currently, PG&E is on track with their obligation to meet the California RPS, however, due to
relatively higher insolation (power of sunlight received on earth per unit area on a horizontal
surface) many of the projects under contract by PG&E are located in southern and central
California. Increasingly, projects are also being located outside of California due to lower (nonunion) labor costs in Arizona and Nevada. This means that the beneficial economic, social and
multiplier effects associated with those projects are distributed elsewhere. Developing a local
program to accelerate the adoption of renewable energy will bring significant benefits to
Nevada City. These benefits include creating jobs, hastening fossil fuel independence (beyond
state goals), producing power at peak demand times (daytime, summer months), attracting
businesses interested in access to local renewable energy sources, maintaining energy costs
within the local economy, and demonstrating the City’s commitment to progress.
Developing a local renewable energy project presents the City with a unique opportunity to
generate a consistent revenue stream by leasing out some of its real estate holdings, namely
the Old Airport property. The Old Airport is a 108-acre property with excellent suitability for a
solar photovoltaic (PV) development. Based on interconnection limitations of the local
distribution transmission system, local demand, and site characteristics, we estimate that the
most attractive options are either a 3.8 MW-ac fixed-tilt or a 2.6 MW-ac tracking solar
photovoltaic (PV) project. The physical footprint of the site would be between 20 and 30 acres
and a comp analysis suggests that the project could generate between $15,750 and $21,000 in
annual revenue for the City throughout the duration of a 30 year lease. The ultimate valuation
of the Old Airport property should be assessed using a formal appraisal, as outlined in the
report.
It will be difficult for a small utility-scale, local, renewable energy project within the vicinity of
Nevada City to compete with the extensive portfolio of projects that are available to PG&E for
meeting compliance with the RPS. However, as part of this proposal we identified a program
specifically designed for renewable energy projects smaller than 3 MW-ac. Known as the
REMAT program, this could be an avenue for PG&E to procure energy directly from a solar
project located at the Old Airport property. Under this scenario, Nevada City would lease the
Old Airport property to a developer and in turn would receive lease revenues throughout the
duration of the lease term—at least 30 years.
Atlas Renewable Power, LLC Confidential & Proprietary.
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In addition, new legislative developments have allowed for local governments and some
special districts to pool (or aggregate) their electricity load in order to purchase and/or develop
power on behalf of their residents, businesses, and municipal accounts. This is called
Community Choice Aggregation (CCA). In simple terms, community choice undertakes PG&E’s
traditional role as the middleman (buying power at wholesale prices and selling it at retail).
This means the CCA procures energy on behalf of the jurisdiction’s residents while providing
consolidated billing and other customer services. Under a CCA structure, part or all of the
difference between the wholesale and retail cost of energy flows back to the local jurisdiction
and the local ratepayer and can be allocated in a variety of ways. As part of this structure,
PG&E continues to maintain the transmission system and balance the grid. Community choice
would enable Nevada City to specify that its renewable energy be procured locally, which is
another avenue to explore in addition to the REMAT program. Based on CCAs elsewhere in the
state, such a model could generate additional revenue to the City other than the lease fees for
the solar project alone.
The City of Nevada City has multiple options to consider in developing a solar project at the
Old Airport property, as well as the potential to explore a CCA for the procurement of local
renewable energy for its residents. This report outlines the options for moving forward,
highlights potential next steps, and gathers data to ground assumptions wherever available.
The market for solar and renewable energy is evolving rapidly. In the time it has taken to write
this report, small to mid-sized municipal solar projects have emerged in California and beyond.
Timing is opportune for the City to take a serious look at the potential for local renewable
energy generation.

2

Overview of Renewable Energy in Nevada City

Nevada City, California is a small Gold Rush era town of 3,068 residents located in the Sierra
Nevada foothills between Sacramento and Reno at an elevation of 2,477 feet. The jurisdiction
is pro-solar and according to reports issued by Environment California, a statewide non-profit
organization, Nevada City consistently ranked among the top small towns (1,000 to 10,000
residents) in California for solar installations per capita between 1998 and 2013, as tracked
through the State’s solar rebate program.

Atlas Renewable Power, LLC Confidential & Proprietary.
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Figure 1: 2012 data showing areas of Nevada City and other areas in Nevada County
ranking high in the state for solar penetration (Davis, Madsen and Kinman n.d.)

2.1 Nevada City Energy Action Plan
In 2015 the City of Nevada City—in partnership with the Sierra Business Council—approved an
Energy Action Plan (EAP) that measures baseline energy consumption in 2005 for residential
and non-residential use, and in 2008 for municipal-operations and projects future energy use
out to 2020. The 2005 baseline assessment counted 34,028,712 kWh of electricity use within
the city limits across residential, commercial, and governmental sectors. The EAP estimates
that by 2020, total electricity use within the jurisdiction will increase to 38,705,886 kWh under
a business as usual projection and recommends energy saving strategies that could reduce
consumption to 27,911,082 kWh (Sierra Business Council 2015).
The EAP forecasts a 20% increase in residential energy use and an 11% increase in nonresidential energy use by 2020 if no additional energy efficiency plans are undertaken.
However, the EAP projects that Nevada City could reduce this annual future demand by 28% in
2020 through a combination of efficiency and new solar installation and sets forth the steps to
achieve this objective. Specific to solar, the EAP projects 6,343,250 kWh in electricity
production, or 54% of the total 2020 reduction goal, through increased solar energy production
for existing buildings and new construction. The City formally approved the EAP in 2015,
shouldering the task of meeting the objectives outlined in the plan to the best of its ability.

Atlas Renewable Power, LLC Confidential & Proprietary.
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Year

Total Energy Use (kWh)

2005 Baseline
34,028,712
2020 Business as Usual
38,705,886
2020 EAP Reductions
Energy Efficiency
-4,181,841
Solar Installations
-6,612,936
Total
-10,794,804
2020 EAP Total
27,911,082
Figure 2: Energy Action Plan Baseline and Future Estimates (Sierra Business Council 2015)
While the Environment California data in Figure 1 shows that Nevada City will continue
installing new rooftop solar, many residents and businesses are unable to take advantage of
this option either because they do not own their building or because of site constraints that
limit the feasibility for solar on their property. In order to best meet the goals adopted in the
EAP, the City of Nevada City could adopt a broader solar energy platform that encourages
uptake beyond rooftop installations.
The size of any utility-scale solar project is affected by the demand for energy in the region.
Attempts made by the City Manager as part of this report to contact the City’s PG&E
representative were unable to yield results for the necessary data. As a fall back, the
underlying data that informed the Energy Action Plan—and provided by the Sierra Business
Council—was used to assess the annual electricity use within the city limits of Nevada City for
residential, commercial, and government customers.
Based on this data and for illustrative purposes, we calculated that an additional 10.6 MW-ac1
in solar generation could serve all of the remaining residents and businesses, creating a zeronet energy town. This assumes a 30% capacity factor and that the energy produced by the
solar project could serve the load during both day and night hours. This would require the local
utility to balance the energy by providing separate production during nighttime hours and fully
absorbing the energy produced by the solar project during daylight hours. Alternatively, solar
combined with battery storage could provide the same service.

3

Property Description

Located on a naturally occurring mesa, the 108-acre Old Airport site is located just north of
downtown Nevada City, adjacent to Old Airport Road. The now abandoned airport is owned by
the City of Nevada City and managed as open space. It is not officially open or managed for
public use but it is permissible for the public to visit and use the various unofficial trails that
have developed over the years. Remnant sections of two dirt runways still exist, surrounded by
1

The output of a typical solar project is calculated by multiplying “Capacity” times the
“Capacity Factor” times “The Number of Hours in a Year” or in this case: (10.6*30%)*8760 =
27,856,300 kWhs.
Atlas Renewable Power, LLC Confidential & Proprietary.
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a patchwork of forest and small openings. Most of the property is natural forest with mixed
conifers, hardwoods, and weedy plant species. Toward the east end of the main runway there
are piles of municipal rubble primarily from road or tree work.

Figure 3: Map showing the Old Airport property in relation to the Nevada City limits and
surrounding areas

Figure 4: Satellite image of the Old Airport showing tree cover and cleared areas
Atlas Renewable Power, LLC Confidential & Proprietary.
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Beginning around 1934 and continuing through the 1950’s there was an active airport with two
runways and hangars. After a fire in 1961 and with the ascendancy of the larger Grass Valley Air
Park, the Nevada City Airport was officially declared inactive in 1966. The airport facilities are
now long gone. Over the years there have been various proposals for the property but to date
it remains dormant and undeveloped.
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Figure 5: Assessor's Parcel Map showing the 5 parcels that make up the 108.4 acres of the
Old Airport (Falconi 2016)
Access to the Project Site will be via the Old Airport Road. There is currently little traffic on
any of the roads bordering or within the immediate vicinity of the project. The activity on these
roads is limited to occasional residential use.

3.1 Clearing the Timber
The City may need to clear some of the timber that has grown around the property to
minimize shading of the solar panels. The cleared area where the old runway was sited is the
most level part of the property and the most attractive site for solar PV panels. One (1) MW of
solar PV panels typically occupies approximately seven and a half acres of land. For reasons
pertaining to transmission that we will explore later in the document, a 3.8 MW-ac fixed panel
or 2.6 MW-ac tracking panel system is best suited for this location, resulting in a maximum
footprint of 30 acres. This is about 28% of the total property, roughly the size of the existing
Atlas Renewable Power, LLC Confidential & Proprietary.
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cleared runway areas. Some additional trees would need to be cleared to the south, southeast,
and southwest, but a substantial amount of the coverage elsewhere could be left alone at the
City’s discretion. Preliminary discussions with local timber harvesters indicate that the timber,
which mostly consists of pine, is of little value but could be sold to recover removal costs
(Prestwich 2016).

Figure 6: Parcel Map illustrating the former runway area that is relatively free of shading
(Falconi 2016)

3.2 Siting
The Old Airport property is an excellent location for a small utility scale project for the
following reasons:





The relatively high solar radiation, availability of water, relatively level site, and access
to the regional distribution transmission system make this location well suited for the
proposed use.
The project will not contribute to a significant worsening of traffic safety or otherwise
have an inordinately negative impact on nearby properties.
The project will not negatively affect the health and safety of persons residing or
working in the area.
The project will help meet the state and regional need for renewable energy and
distributed generation as well as reduce dependence on fossil fuels.
Atlas Renewable Power, LLC Confidential & Proprietary.
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The project will help meet the City’s energy needs as laid out in the EAP.
There will be socioeconomic benefits derived from the Project including short-term
benefits from construction (employment, retail and service sectors opportunities),
long-term benefits from tax revenues, and increased reliability of the regional electrical
system.
Progressive businesses are looking to locate in areas with available access to renewable
power.
Existing residents already support renewable power and potential new residents are
likely to see the availability of clean, renewable energy as an added draw.

Another potential advantage of this particular site is that it is common for old airports to be
brownfield sites due to the dumping of oil, chemicals, and leaking of fuel storage over the
decades of use. While the Nevada City airport did not store fuel in tanks onsite, it’s possible
other contamination elements may be present (Zydonis 2016). A brownfield site is often seen
as an impediment to the development of a residential or commercial property, but there are
several reasons why they may be favorable to a solar site, as outlined by the EPA:








Leverages existing infrastructure including transmission lines, substations, roads, and
water infrastructure
Community support through land revitalization by addressing clean up, supporting
surrounding property values, increasing tax revenues to support public services, and
providing proven low-cost clean power to communities
Reduces project development times through streamlined permitting and zoning
Improves project economics through reduced land cost and tax incentives
Sustainable land development strategy
Protects open space elsewhere (EPA 2012)

In addition, grants are available to assist with brownfield development. Grant funding includes
assessment and cleanup as well as revolving loans that could be used to develop the solar
infrastructure, de-risk the project, and result in lower energy costs (EPA 2016). As such, a
successful development strategy should incorporate grant research and applications from the
get go. It should be noted that for a developer to take entitlement of the site, the site should
either be fully remediated or particular areas of the site should be avoided altogether. A phase
I environmental site assessment is necessary to identify all environmental concerns. Further,
the City is currently submitting an application for a brownfield assessment grant that includes
the Old Airport property (Zydonis 2016).

3.3 Lease Revenue to Nevada City
Atlas has completed a comparative analysis assessing the lease revenue that the Old Airport
site could reasonably produce. Based on an investigation of properties that have similar
attributes such as location, current use, access to transmission, and slope, we found property
values around $10,000/acre in the vicinity. Using a lease rate of 7%, Nevada City should expect
an annual income up to $21,000 if leasing approximately 30 acres for the purpose of a solar
Atlas Renewable Power, LLC Confidential & Proprietary.
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facility. This is passive income to the City with little to no administrative responsibilities. The
project developer will be responsible for the lease payments including all related property
taxes throughout the term of the lease. We recommend structuring a 30-year lease with the
option to extend the lease by a 10-year term by the developer. A demonstrative breakdown of
lease calculations can be found below. The corresponding spreadsheet can be found in the
Appendix to the Study.

Nevada City Project - Lease Potential
Assumptions:
Lease Execution
COD
Fair Market Value
Lease Rate
Project Size
Escalator
Project Acreage

17-Dec
20-Dec
$10,000.00 per acre
7%
4
MW
0%
30

Projected Base Rent Payments*

Lease
Annual Lease Payments ---->
1
2
3
4
$21,000 $21,000 $21,000 $21,000

Lease NPV @ 7% Discount
NPV/Acre
Future Value of Lease Payments

$260,590
$8,686
$630,000

Year

Figure 7: Comparative Analysis of Old Airport Property

4

Old Airport Solar Project Overview

As discussed earlier, based on site characteristics described in the earlier section, excellent
solar resources at this location, market trends in the cost of solar PV, technology
characteristics, and interconnection capacity availability we believe that a solar PV project will
be the best fit for this location. The following sections provide a summary of solar PV
generation and give an overview of what a solar project sited at the Old Airport property would
look like.

4.1 Insolation
Nevada City has an excellent solar resource, also known as insolation. Insolation is determined
by how much sunlight is shining down on a particular area or the amount of electromagnetic
energy (solar radiation) incident on the surface of the earth. The Old Airport property has an
average solar insolation (compared to the rest of California) of 6.0-6.5kWh/m2/day.
Comparatively, the best solar resource in California is 8.0-8.5 kWh/m2/day in the Mohave
Desert and the worst is 4.0-4.5kWh/m2/day in the coastal redwoods of Humboldt County.
Atlas Renewable Power, LLC Confidential & Proprietary.
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Figure 8: Map of Nevada County showing the insolation resource (National Renewable
Energy Lab (NREL) n.d.)

4.2 Solar Market Trends
As the price of solar has come down in recent years, the amount of installed solar has
significantly increased. In 2005, the installed cost of a solar PV system was $8/W-dc, which
dropped to $2.60/W-dc in 2015. In that same period, the installed capacity grew from 79 MW in
2005 to over 7000 MW in 2015. Despite this tremendous growth, solar PV still only accounted
for 1% of electricity generation in 2015. Nonetheless, 2015 also marked the first time that solar
beat natural gas for US electricity generating capacity additions. Most recently, system prices
are coming down as low as $1.00/W-dc; however, utility-scale solar installation prices have
fallen well below those of residential and commercial installations. This suggests that
municipalities would be well served looking at aggregated installations that serve their entire
community, rather than piecemeal smaller installations. Furthermore, as outlined later, the
market for local community scale solar projects under 5MW are seen as an important and
emerging market with great potential in the near-term.

Atlas Renewable Power, LLC Confidential & Proprietary.
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Figure 9: As price per watt has decreased, installations have skyrocketed (Richard 2015)

Figure 10: Utility-scale solar pricing is significantly cheaper than commercial or residential
(Gallagher 2016)

4.3 Solar PV Technology Overview
A small utility scale solar PV Project produces clean, renewable energy converting sunlight into
direct current (DC) electricity. The DC output of the modules is collected through one or more
combiner boxes and directed to an inverter that converts the DC electricity to alternating
current (AC) electricity. From the inverter, the generated energy flows to a transformer where
it is stepped up to distribution level voltage (approximately 12.47 kV at the Old Airport
location).

Atlas Renewable Power, LLC Confidential & Proprietary.
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Figure 11: Example 4 MW Project for scale (McDermott 2013)
The panels would be mounted on fixed tilt or single-axis trackers. Using single-axis horizontal
trackers, the panels will be oriented in north-south rows with the panels moving to track the
sun as it moves across the sky during the day.

4.4 Energy Storage
It may be a beneficial to include with the solar PV facility a Battery Energy Storage System as
an integrated configuration with the solar power facility. The Battery Energy Storage System
utilizes batteries to store the solar generated electricity until it is released to the grid later.
This would allow the solar energy to be used during peak demand later in the day when the
energy is most needed.
Batteries are increasingly economic and in demand to balance the distribution transmission
system. Importantly, PG&E has specifically identified Nevada City as a preferred location to
site distribution resources such as energy storage projects. As the demand for energy storage
evolves, the Old Airport property could be utilized for an energy storage project either colocated with solar or on a standalone basis.

4.5 Solar Project Size
Typical solar PV installations smaller than 5 MW-ac use about 7.5 acres for every MW-ac of
solar PV capacity that is built out on the site. It should be noted that as the project size
increases to about 10 MW-ac this ratio gets smaller. For example, a 10 MW-ac project is likely
to use 6 acres per MW-ac. Any project larger than 10 MW will assume the same ratio. The ratio
largely depends on the solar PV technology that is used as different technologies have
different panel efficiencies. The higher the efficiency of the panel, the less land needs to be
Atlas Renewable Power, LLC Confidential & Proprietary.
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used. As technology improves and solar panel efficiencies continue to increase, the acreage to
MW-ac ratio will further decline.
The topography and geotechnical characteristics also play a crucial role in influencing the
usability of a site. As the overall site has some significant slope, boulders located both above
and below ground, and trees requiring clearing, we have assessed that the largest project
available to this site is approximately 10 MW-ac. This comes out to a total ground surface are
of about 60 acres. As described earlier in the report, a solar project approximately 10 MW-ac in
size could meet Nevada City’s total day and nighttime energy demand.
Site characteristics aside, the guiding principle for determining the optimal size of a project is
guided by the interconnection capability available at the distribution transmission lines that
run near the property. As analyzed in depth in the Interconnection Section, based on a review
of PG&E’s distribution transmission system and available capacity on the system, we’ve
determined that a 3.8 MW-ac fixed-tilt project could interconnect at the nearby distribution
transmission system. Any capacity over 3.8 MW-ac would require upgrades to the distribution
transmission system. If using a tracker system, the capacity on the distribution system would
be 2.6 MW-ac. We will use these sizes as the foregoing assumption when referencing the
project. To put this into context, the EAP calls for 6,343,250 kWh in additional solar production
to meet the 2020 goals. A 2.6 MW-ac tracker project would provide 100 % of that.

4.6 Interconnection
The project will interconnect to the distribution grid via a new 12.47 kV line constructed from
the property location to the existing distribution grid 0.5 miles to the south.

Figure 12: Point-of-Interconnection (POI) (PG&E 2016)
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Based on the PG&E solar photovoltaic and renewable auction mechanism (PV RAM) project
map, we have identified one feasible location to interconnect the solar project to the
distribution transmission system, see Figure 11. The PG&E solar photovoltaic and renewable
auction mechanism (PV RAM) project map is designed to help developers find potential project
sites. The map shows electric transmission lines, distribution lines and substations in the PG&E
service areas. It also lists information such as operating voltages, line capacity and substation
names. It should be noted that the map does not guarantee that projects can indeed
interconnect as many factors affect interconnection capability and costs.
The City previously considered the potential for an interconnect to the transmission line on
Cement Hill Road and went so far as to secure an easement at the southwest corner of the Old
Airport property. However, as can be seen in Figure 11, the Cement Hill line connects to a
feeder without the capacity necessary for additional solar generation. The Point of
Interconnection (POI) indicated in the map, at the corner of Old Airport and Purdon roads,
would require private or public easement or right-of-way to access the POI.

4.7 Distribution System Availability
The guiding principle for determining the optimal size of a project is the interconnection
capacity available at the distribution transmission lines that run near the property. Based on
PG&E’s distribution transmission system and data for available capacity on the system, a 3.8
MW-ac fixed-tilt or 2.6 MW-ac tracker project could interconnect using the existing distribution
transmission system. Refer to the figure below for details on this analysis.
As seen in Figure 13, derived from the (PV RAM) project map, any capacity over 3.8 MW-ac
assuming a fixed-tilt system, would require upgrades to the distribution transmission system
(PG&E 2016). Changing the technology of the project by adding trackers or adding a battery
energy storage system to the project would have an impact on the capacity available on the
nearby distribution system. If using trackers, the capacity on the distribution system would be
2.6 MW-ac. If adding a battery storage system energy storage to a tracker project, 3.9 MW-ac
would be available at this location.
The scope and cost of potential transmission upgrades would be assessed during the
Interconnection Study Process that is further described below. It should be noted that the cost
of upgrading transmission lines for projects sized larger than the options outlined in the PG&E
PV RAM data, are typically economically undesirable unless a project is developed at scale.
There are exceptions in instances where network upgrades are made refundable by the local
utility that owns the lines. Network upgrades would be identified in the Phase 2
Interconnection Study as further described in the next section of the study.

Atlas Renewable Power, LLC Confidential & Proprietary.
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Figure 13 Feeder line that connects with Old Airport (PG&E 2016)

5

The Development Cycle

Project development is essential to creating valuable renewable energy projects and includes
activities prior to construction of a solar PV facility. Elements of the development cycle include
establishing site control, securing an interconnection agreement, obtaining permits, and
performing preliminary engineering studies.
An overview of the leasing process was provided during an earlier part of the feasibility
analysis. The subsequent sections will focus on the remaining development items. It should be
noted that as the development process advances, care must be given to address project risk in
a strategic order of operation that minimizes expenditures before they become necessary.
Some development milestones take a very long time to complete and can be very expensive to
secure. The schedule and budget for the project will therefore need to be carefully managed.
Refer to the figure below for a typical project schedule. A detailed overview of the milestones
will be provided in the subsequent sections.
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2018
J

2019
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PUC Approval
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CEQA MND
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Engineering/Procurement
Notice to Proceed
Site Move-On
Construction
Interconnection Available
Testing
COD

Figure 14: Representative Project Development Schedule for 4 MW-ac Solar Facility

5.1 Interconnection Process
The interconnection process for energy projects is relatively long and can have a high dollar
cost. It typically starts by filing an interconnection request. Once the request is filed, several
studies must be performed to assess the impact of an energy project on the transmission
system and determine the facilities that will need to be built out to interconnect the project. As
described earlier, the impact of a new solar project on the system can be significant and costly.

5.1.1

Fast Track

The quickest and most cost-effective way to obtain an interconnection agreement is through
the Fast Track process. This process is for smaller facilities of up to 5 megawatts (MW) that
cause minimal impact on PG&E's electric system. Project proposals are accepted by PG&E
throughout the year using a rolling application process. The table below lists the total capacity
including voltage and location conditions necessary to qualify for the Fast Track process. A
solar project located at the Old Airport property may be able to obtain an interconnection
agreement through the Fast Track process if the project is sized at or below 3 MW-ac.
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Line Voltage Fast

Fast Track Capacity
Eligibility Regardless of
Location

< 5kV
≤ 500kW
≥ 5kV and < 15kV
≤ 2MW
≥ 15kV and < 30kV
≤ 3MW
≥ 30kV and < 60kV
≤ 4MW
Figure 15: PG&E Fast Track eligibility requirements

Fast Track Eligibility on a
Mainline and ≤ 2.5 Electrical
Circuit Miles from
Substation
≤ 500kW
≤ 3MW
≤ 4MW
≤ 5MW

*The interconnection customer can determine this information about its proposed interconnection location in advance
by requesting a pre-application report pursuant to Section 1.2 of PG&E's WDT.

The Fast Track study process typically takes about three months and consists of 10 screens. If
the Fast Track screens determine that the project does not meet the requirements for the
process, an additional independent or cluster study will be required before the project can
interconnect. The cost for this process is an $800 application fee and an additional $2,500 fee.

5.1.2

Cluster Study

If the project is ineligible for the Fast Track process it will need to be assessed for
interconnection under the Cluster Study process. This interconnection process is for projects
that are not electrically independent from all other projects in the study process queue. The
process allows projects to be studied together so that impacts on the system can be
understood and upgrade costs can be split between projects. A developer can apply only
during the cluster study window, which is during the month of March each year.
Projects studied in the Cluster Study Process must complete two studies, for a total study
process lasting between 18 and 20 months. The cost for this process is a $50,000 application
fee and an additional $1,000 per MW-ac fee.

5.2 Permitting
The site and surrounding area is zoned Agricultural Forestry (AF) by Nevada City. The AF
zoning allows for the conditional use of “electric transmission substations and service yards
(The City of Nevada City 2009).” With a conditional use permit, this zoning allows for public or
private utility installations for electric generating or transmission facilities such as those
proposed for this project. The conditional use permit might include mitigation for screening, or
biological impacts, etc.
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Figure 16: Zoning map showing the Old Airport designated as Agricultural Forestry in dark
blue (The City of Nevada City 2010)

5.2.1

CEQA Overview

Each jurisdiction – either a municipality or county – implements the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) differently, as there is a fair amount of discretion under this law.
Jurisdictions will generally require a conditional use permit for solar and storage projects and
the level of environmental review required will vary.
Some jurisdictions will offer an exemption to CEQA for smaller solar projects. For example,
Kern County offered an exemption for a 1 MW NEM solar project that was permitted for an oil
operation near Bakersfield. This is the lowest level of review required under CEQA. A negative
declaration is the next level of review and some counties may allow smaller solar projects to
receive a conditional use permit with a negative declaration, which means that there are no
significant impacts from the project under CEQA. The next level of review is the mitigated
negative declaration (MND), which will require only a portion of the full suite of studies that
may be required under CEQA. For example, San Bernardino County requires only a dust study
and visual impacts study for solar projects up to 20 MW or so as part of its MND requirements.
The most stringent CEQA review is a full Environmental Impact Review, which can require a
number of different studies, including biological studies for impacted plant and animal life. In
general, solar projects under 20 MW will not require a full EIR. In California, the development
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permit process is coordinated with the environmental review process under CEQA. Every
development project that is not exempt from CEQA must be analyzed by the lead agency to
determine the potential environmental effects of the project. In this case, the lead agency
would likely be the City of Nevada City. In the past, the City has performed its own CEQA
reviews, but has also contracted them out to third parties as needed (Wolfson 2016).
In addition to the lead agency all other involved agencies, whether state or local, become
responsible or trustee agencies. Responsible and trustee agencies must consider the
environmental document prepared by the lead agency and only rarely prepare their own
environmental documents. Nevada County would likely be considered an involved agency for
the project because transportation to the site, as well as the interconnection work, crosses
through County land. Finally, it should be considered that the some brownfield cleanup grants
include funding to perform a CEQA review.
5.2.1.1 The Pre-Application Phase
There are three major phases (EPA 2012) in the development process as provided by CEQA.
The Pre-Application Phase begins after the developer-applicant completes the conceptual and
preliminary design work and is ready to prepare a project proposal. The main objective of this
phase is identifying the relevant permitting agencies and collecting the necessary background
information about the project.
Many project proposals require special studies before or during the application process. State
and local agencies are required to list the type of information and criteria used to evaluate a
project application and developer-applicants may request pre-application "scoping" sessions to
discuss how agencies' specific rules will apply to their proposed projects. In some cases, the
City of Nevada City may be able to waive some of the requirements.
By the end of the pre-application phase the developer-applicant should have a detailed
understanding of the information required, a list of probable permitting agencies, and an
indication of the scope of environmental analysis required. In addition, the lead agency should
also be identified in the event that there is more than one jurisdiction involved in permitting
the project. The lead agency is singularly responsible for determining the type of
environmental analysis CEQA requires. In addition, the lead agency prepares the
environmental review document that it calls for. The agency with the greatest authority over
the project assumes the lead agency role.
Typically, the City of Nevada City uses the pre-application phase to engage the public in
stakeholder sessions designed to understand the public’s concerns, wishes, and enthusiasm for
a project. Since Nevada City is predominately pro-clean energy, a project such as this would
likely garner much support but could also raise concerns about the loss of open space and
access to the existing trails on the property. Additionally, it is important to engage the
immediate neighbors of the project during this phase and provide education about what the
project will and will not entail in terms of construction and long-term impacts.
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Brownfield assessment grants can help fund the CEQA process and should be applied for in
advance. The City of Nevada City has had past success with receiving brownfield assessment
grants, so the timing of the CEQA review should be planned with this in mind. Grant funding
for the cleanup of any contaminated areas should also be considered as the environmental
assessment of the property moves forward.
5.2.1.2 The Application Phase
When the permit application forms are filed along with the project description and any
required permitting documents, the project enters into the Application Phase.
During this phase, each receiving agency must review the submitted application to determine
if the individual filing is complete. The lead agency must submit a written decision within 30
days, or else the application will be deemed accepted as complete by operation of law. If the
application is determined to be incomplete, the agency must specify the deficiencies and the
manner in which the deficiencies may be corrected. The developer-applicant may then refile
the corrected application, which then gives the agency another 30 days to review. If the
application is again determined to be incomplete, the agency must provide a process for an
appeal of the determination and reach a decision within 60 days. Further dispute may be
adjudicated. This step is critical to the process. A permit may not be denied for failure to
provide information that was not requested.
Once an application is accepted as complete, the lead agency has six months to approve or
disapprove a project for which an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) has been certified. The
time limit in all other cases is three months after a negative declaration is adopted or an
exemption issued.
5.2.1.3 The Review Phase
The Review Process begins immediately with the completion of the specific application. Permit
rules vary depending on the particular permit authority but generally involves comparing the
proposed project with existing statutes. The procedure usually includes a public hearing
followed by a written decision of the agency. A project may be approved, denied, or approved
subject to specified conditions. An environmental document is produced examining the lead
agencies as well as the responsible and/or trustee agencies' permit decisions.
The first step is to determine whether the proposed project is subject to CEQA or meets
statutory or categorical exemptions. If the proposal is not covered by CEQA, the lead agency
may file a Notice of Exemption. If the project is covered by CEQA, the lead agency must
prepare an Initial Study to determine if the project may have a significant adverse impact on
the environment within 30 days after an application is accepted.
If the Initial Study shows that the project will not have a significant effect, the lead agency
must prepare and circulate a Negative Declaration. If potential significant effects are shown,
but the project is modified to render the effects inconsequential, the lead agency must prepare
and circulate a mitigated Negative Declaration. A Negative Declaration must be circulated for
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review for 30 days and be made ready for adoption by the lead agency within 105 days after a
completed application is accepted.
If the Initial Study shows one or more significant effects, the lead agency must circulate a
Notice of Preparation (NOP) for an environmental impact report (EIR) and must consult with
responsible and trustee agencies. Responsible agencies must respond to the NOP within 30
days. If a responsible or trustee agency fails to respond, it may be assumed that it has no
response to make. If a responsible agency fails to respond or the response is incomplete, it may
not subsequently raise issues or objections to the adequacy of the environmental review.
At the close of this period, the lead agency prepares and circulates a Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR). Concerned agencies and the public may review the DEIR within the 45
day review period. At the close of this period, the lead agency must respond to the comments
received. Comments from responsible or trustee agencies shall be limited the agency's area of
expertise or requirements to be carried out or approved by the agency and subject to the
exercise of powers by the agency.
The lead agency then prepares and certifies a Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR). If
approved, it must find that each significant impact will be mitigated below the level of
significance and that social or economic concerns identified throughout the process are
unavoidable.
With the CEQA and permit review process completed, the lead agency must approve or deny
the permit within 6 months of certifying the EIR or within 3 months of adopting the Negative
Declaration and file a Notice of Determination (NOD). Responsible agencies have six months
after the lead agency's action or, if the developer-applicant has not already filed an application
with a responsible agency, within six months from the time the application is filed.
Environmental documents for projects involving one or more state agencies or involving issues
of area-wide or statewide significance must be sent to the State Clearinghouse for distribution
to interested state agencies. The State Clearinghouse will link the lead agency to the
responsible state agencies (Governor's Office of Planning and Research 2016).
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Figure 17: CEQA Process Flow Chart
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5.3 Preliminary Engineering
In order to commence the design of the project, several studies will need to be completed.
These include an aerial topography study, a hydrological study, and a geotechnical study. The
studies are the basis for design and engineering and are in turn required to assess the
components and services necessary for project construction. The cost of the studies can be
significant and the work is generally not started until there is some commercial traction for the
energy produced by the solar project. The cost of the studies can amount to somewhere in the
$100,000-$200,000 range. It will take approximately six months to complete the preliminary
engineering.

5.4 Construction Permits
Once the interconnection agreement is in place, all discretionary permits have been obtained,
the preliminary engineering has been completed, and a commercial agreement exists between
the project and the buyer of the electricity, construction can start. However, before moving
dirt and equipment, construction permits must be obtained. These are relatively easy to
obtain, especially compared to the discretionary permits that are now already in place. The
construction permits are often pulled by the construction company or contractor.
Approximately six months should be allowed for the approval of the construction permits.

5.5 Construction
The construction of a project in the 3 to 4 MW range should only take two to three months.
During this time, the City should anticipate an increase in construction related traffic including
trucks that are moving heavy equipment and involved in other construction-related processes.
There will be approximately 50 construction workers on site, including electrical workers and
equipment installers. During construction there will be some noise, typical to construction
projects of any kind. The City should anticipate this activity and develop a stakeholder dialogue
that addresses this transparently with neighbors.
A significant amount of water will be used to grade the site and to keep the dust down during
construction. Once the plant is in operation little to no water will be used. The panels do not
require washing and the only water that will be used is for sanitary purposes. If water is not
available on-site, it can be trucked in during both the construction and operation project
phases.

5.6 Operation
The solar project will be designed to minimize ongoing operating expenses. In essence, the
project passively converts photons to electrons and transmits energy to the grid. There will be
very little activity at the project site and minimal noise during operation. Some security
lighting is required at night but these will be in line with the local Nevada City requirements to
minimize light pollution or light trespass. Maintenance required throughout the term of the
project includes panel replacement (as necessary) and any encroaching vegetation will need to
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be maintained. No permanent employees are anticipated to be based at the project site. The
economic life of the project should be estimated at 30 to 35 years, unless improvements or
breakthroughs in the economics of solar panel efficiency justify an accelerated replacement
unforeseen at this time.

6

Commercial Structure

California is the most attractive state in the US in terms of renewable investment
opportunities. The California Renewable Portfolio Standard is the primary policy mechanism
guiding renewable energy development in the state. The new 2015 mandate is to reach 50%
renewable generation by 2030, increasing the previous 33% by 2020 mandate. This new
mandate ensures that there is a long future for renewable procurement in California. That
said, it is increasingly a highly competitive investment environment with limited commercial
opportunities for small solar projects unless structured appropriately or procured through
special procurement programs. Specifically, due to the lower insolation in Nevada City as
compared to the other parts of California—such as the Mohave Desert—it will be difficult for a
small solar project based in Nevada City to compete. In response, the REMAT program and
CCA have been examined as solutions to such barriers, as explained if further detail, below.

6.1 Power Purchase Agreements
California is on track to meet the 33% RPS mandate by 2020, but there is some capacity in the
later years of this decade that are not yet procured. More importantly, California has recently
been focusing increasingly on distributed generation (DG) and other distributed energy
resources (DER) as a very promising new market due to transmission cost savings from
interconnecting to the distribution grid rather than the transmission grid. The programs
generally have targets that are independent of the RPS targets even though these MW count
toward the RPS targets.
Traditionally, a utility will buy electricity from a project through a Power Purchase Agreement
(PPA). A PPA is a contract between two parties, one who generates electricity (the seller or
developer) and one who is looking to purchase electricity (the buyer or in this case PG&E). The
PPA defines all of the commercial terms for the sale of electricity between the two parties
including when the project will begin commercial operation, schedule for delivery of electricity,
penalties for under-delivery, payment terms, and termination. A PPA is the principal
agreement that defines the revenue and credit quality of a generating project and is thus a key
instrument necessary to finance a solar project.
The most suitable program to secure a PPA for the Old Airport is the REMAT (Renewable
Energy Market Adjusting Tariff) program. REMAT is the primary program in California for
projects 3 MW and below. REMAT includes solar, wind, biomass and other renewables but to
date it has been used almost exclusively for solar. PG&E offers to subscribe a total of 5 MW of
solar in each bimonthly period for a total of 33 MWs. The developer will need to enter the
REMAT queue before obtaining a PPA, which allows the developer to accept or deny the price
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offered for a REMAT PPA when they reach the top of the queue. Getting into the REMAT
queue requires that the project first pass the Fast Track interconnection process.
The REMAT program would allow Nevada City to work directly with a project developer to
generate revenue from leasing the Old Airport property to a developer. The lease would need
to be put in place between Nevada City and a developer and should include termination rights
during the earlier years for the developer. This would give the developer proof of site control
necessary to commence the Fast Track interconnection process without having to commit to
lease the property for the entire 30 years given the lack of uncertainty to obtain a PPA. Once a
power purchase agreement is in place, the interconnection agreement is secured, and all
discretionary permits are approved, the lease revenue would be guaranteed to Nevada for the
duration of the lease. Atlas is willing to further discuss the REMAT program and the possibility
of working with Nevada City to develop the property under this program.

6.2 Community-Scale/Shared Solar
Another avenue available to the City is developing the project as a “shared solar” project, also
sometimes referred to as a “community-scale” solar project. Shared solar projects are usually
between 0.5-5 MW and aggregate a community’s energy demands and then allocate electricity
from a single solar array to multiple energy consumers. These projects address a sizable
market of customers that either do not own the building in which the end users live or work, or
do not have a suitable location on which to site solar panels. The National Renewable Energy
Lab (NREL) estimates the potential shared solar market at 49% of households and 48% of
businesses. NREL estimates that shared solar could account for 5.5-11 GW of distributed PV
market by 2020 (Feldman, et al. 2015). A recent report by the Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI)
was even more bullish and sees the potential for up to 30 GW of shared solar by 2020, despite
the fact that shared solar currently accounts for less than 1% of installed PV capacity to date
(Brehm, et al. 2016).
Primarily, this rapid uptake is driven by “community-supported development” in which the
solar buyers take on some of the development tasks typically done by the project developer.
Tasks shared include: finding sites, obtaining permits, filing for interconnection, and acquiring
subscribers. The City gains leverage with potential developers, by lowering potential risk
through each of these steps. RMI estimates that community-supported development can
reduce power cost by as much as 40% (Brehm, et al. 2016). It should be noted, that the steps
outlined in this report would place Nevada City on the path towards getting the best project
pricing possible either by working through the RPS or through a community-scale solar
project.
Since community-scale solar is relatively new, Nevada City may wish to pursue it with the
assistance of a group that has experience with these projects. RMI itself has an initiative to help
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community–based organizations initiate shared solar projects called the Shine Initiative, which
can be seen on their website.2

6.3 Community Choice Aggregation (CCA)
In 2002 California passed AB 117. AB 117 enables local governments to aggregate energy
demand within their jurisdictions to procure renewable energy supplies on their behalf, known
as Community Choice Aggregation (CCA). Under a CCA, the existing investor owned utility
(PG&E, in Nevada City’s case) continues to maintain transmission and distribution services. A
CCA can significantly reduce the cost of energy by capturing the profits a utility would
otherwise make buying power at wholesale costs and selling it at retail.
After accounting for operation costs, the remaining difference between wholesale and retail
energy prices becomes a significant revenue stream for the CCA. In turn, this revenue can be
used to offset higher costs for a greater percentage of renewable energy, invested back into
additional local renewable energy projects, or allocated more broadly as the jurisdiction sees
fit. This model has resulted in reduced electricity expenses (10% in the case of Sonoma Clean
Power’s base offering) and an increased percentage of renewable power (including up to 100%
under opt-in programs offered at a small premium to base offerings).
The first CCA in California was set up in 2010 by Marin County calling itself Marin Energy and
was followed in 2014 by Sonoma Clean Energy. The operational costs of procuring wholesale
electrical power require a certain scale of financial resources, which roughly equates to a
population of about 100,000 people (Rumble 2016). While this is outside the scope of a small
city, such as Nevada City, an existing CCA could incorporate Nevada City, or a new CCA
leveraging a broader group of jurisdictions could be formed.
Former City Manager of Nevada City, Dave Brennan, worked previously in Sebastopol, CA and
participated in the creation of Sonoma Clean Energy. In late 2015, he, along with two other
colleagues who had worked on the project – Peter Rumble, CEO of California Clean Power and
Ann Hancock, ED of the Center for Climate Protection, approached Nevada County officials
about creating a local CCA to be administered through California Clean Power. While the
results of the meeting were inconclusive, they believed that if community choice could be
successfully demonstrated by aggregating both Nevada City and Grass Valley, then the county
might be forced to reexamine the prospect of incorporating into a CCA.
The challenges of setting up and operating a CCA, as well as the associated expenses can be
significant hurdles to the wider adoption of CCAs, especially for small jurisdictions, such as
Nevada City. In 2015, Peter Rumble founded California Clean Power to provide turnkey
services for the creation and operation of CCAs for local jurisdictions throughout the state. As
part of their services they covered startup expenses and provided operational resources and
knowledge of the CCA regulatory framework necessary to form a successful CCA. By
aggregating electricity demand of multiple jurisdictions and spreading the operational costs
2

http://www.rmi.org/shine_community_solar
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across all of them, California Clean Power hoped to offer CCA services to jurisdictions that
otherwise wouldn’t be able to take advantage of them. This included cities, such as Nevada
City, that were too small to justify the operation expenses of a CCA on their own (Rumble
2016).
Recently, California Clean Power was sold to Pilot Power Group, which is continuing their CCA
work and while Peter is no longer involved, the opportunity to partner with them or another
group remains. Nevada City could also join another existing CCA, such as Sonoma Clean
Energy. Furthermore, Placer County is investigating the possibility of creating a CCA, which
creates the potential for a locally based inter-jurisdiction CCA partnership, as Placer looks to
expand the territory of their program in the future.
By capturing the profits that investor owned utilities make from the buying and selling of
power, CCAs allow a substantial amount of money to flow back to local jurisdictions. Sonoma
Clean Power garnered operational reserves of $27M in its first two years and is projecting $50M
this year or next (Rumble 2016). The total population in Sonoma served by the CCA is
approximately 400,000 people and while Nevada City’s population is only approximately 0.75%
of that, an equivalent ratio would bring in just over $100,000 to the City, annually.
This rough estimate assumes a linear relationship between population and CCA revenue and
that a CCA in Nevada City would be structured similarly to that of Sonoma’s, but it is
illustrative of a potential revenue source that generates annual returns over time while
meeting the City’s climate and energy goals. Further, the CCA revenue is supplemental to
ongoing lease revenue from the Old Airport property. In Sonoma, the community set up their
CCA to invest revenue back into local renewable energy projects and Nevada City could set up
its own CCA reserves as it sees fit (e.g. expanding its clean energy program or adding to the
general fund).
A great resource for pursuing the establishment of a CCA is Lean Energy, a non-profit member
organization based in Marin whose mission is to accelerate the expansion of community choice
across the country. Because of the benefits to local jurisdictions, Lean Energy believes that
CCAs may eventually become the dominant electricity provider model in California.
Additionally, Lean Energy recently helped form the California Community Choice Association
(CalCCA) which represents the interests of community choice electricity providers in the
legislature and relevant regulatory agencies. Operating CCAs may join as voting members and
local governments interested in community choice may join as affiliated members. As of the
writing of this report, there are five operational CCAs in California, including:






MCE Clean Energy – https://www.mcecleanenergy.org/
Sonoma Clean Power – https://sonomacleanpower.org/
Lancaster Choice Energy – http://www.lancasterchoiceenergy.com/
Clean Power San Francisco – http://cleanpowersf.org/
Peninsula Clean Energy – http://www.peninsulacleanenergy.com/
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Continuing the trend, another eight CCAs are planning a 2017 launch and at least 20 more are
in the process of formation or exploring a switch to community choice (Lean Energy 2016).

7

City Governance

Once this report is submitted to the City, the next step is for the City to determine if it wants to
pursue the options discussed herein and how to best do so. The City Council and staff meet
semi-annually for a Strategic Planning Goal Setting workshop to plan and discuss strategy for
the upcoming council session. During the Goal Setting workshop the City could address next
steps, the first of which is to develop a master plan for the Old Airport property.
The creation of this report has uncovered a number of local citizens with expertise in utilityscale energy projects and planning. As a first step towards drafting a Master Plan, we
recommend that the City form a think-tank to address the findings of this report and inform
the next steps for the City. A list of involved parties could include:












1 or 2 City Council Members – City of Nevada City
Mark Prestwich – City Manager, City of Nevada City
Amy Wolfson – City Planner, City of Nevada City
Dave Brennan – Former City Manager, City of Nevada City and City of Sebastopol;
Member of the Founding Team, Sonoma Clean Energy
Steve Frisch – President, Sierra Business Council
Paul Ahrns – Project Manager and Lead Author of the Nevada City Energy Action
Plan, Sierra Business Council
Robert Upton – Developer, Nevada City Tech Center
Bruce Marlow – Energy Project Developer
Martin Webb – Solar Energy Expert and Advocate
Max Bakker – Co-Author of this Report and President, Atlas Renewable Power
Justin Sternberg – Co-Author of this Report and Convener of Think Tank

The think-tank serves as a starting point to address challenges, strategies, and approaches
without having to hire consultants at a cost to the City. Further, the think tank can leverage
partnerships in the community and quickly expand the City's expertise through the
professional capital of its citizens and community stakeholders. As outlined in the Community
Solar section of this report, the think-tank lays the groundwork for significant reductions in the
cost of the project and thus the final cost of energy.
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